Euteleost fishes have more duplicate genes than mammals [1, 2] . The presence of additional Hox clusters in the zebrafish and observation of synteny groups have led to the hypothesis that a whole genome duplication at the origin of actinopterygian fish is responsible for these additional genes [3, 4] . The alternative hypothesis (Figure 1 ) is that the abundance of duplicate genes is due to a high rate of local duplications, preceded or not by ancestral tetraploidization and massive gene loss. Our aim is to distinguish between these two hypotheses for the origin of duplicate genes in fish.
To investigate the origin of duplicate fish genes, we conducted phylogenetic analyses of all published fish genes, and newly sequenced nuclear receptors in major fish lineages (see Supplementary material, Table S1 ). We used only families of homologous genes characterized in at least three actinopterygian orders, excluding duplications older than the actinopterygian/sarcopterygian split. In these phylogenetic analyses (Figure 1 ), only 7 gene families out of 37 (19%) follow a pattern consistent with an ancestral whole genome duplication origin. On the other hand, for 11 gene families (30%) all detected duplications happened after the divergence of fish lineages (Figure 1b) . These duplications do not stem from an ancestral tetraploidization which suggests a history of independent duplications. Finally, for 19 gene families (51%) no duplication was observed among fish (see Supplementary material). These data may represent undetected gene duplication, secondary loss, or a true absence of gene duplication. It should be pointed out that these 19 gene families are well characterized, as are those with duplications, since we only used genes characterized in at least three fish orders.
Three of the gene families with an ancestral gene duplication also have a recent gene duplication (Supplementary material, Table S1 ), indicating that in our dataset there are 14 gene families with at least one recent gene duplication compared with 7 with at least one ancestral duplication: recent gene duplications account for twice as much gene diversity in fish than ancestral duplications do. Another interesting observation is that recent duplications are mostly found in the more studied genes of our sample (sequenced in ≥5 orders), whereas ancestral duplications are mostly found in the less studied genes. This raises the possibility that recent gene duplications have been sometimes characterized as ancestral because of a lack of data from fish which do not share the duplication.
The strongest evidence for chromosomal duplication in fish comes from linkage studies, but few mapped homologous genes provide sufficient sequence information for phylogenetic dating of duplications. For example, linkage groups LG12 and LG13, identified by Postlethwait and co-workers [5] as probable fishspecific paralogs, include paralogs of pax2 and of bmpr1a. For both of these genes, phylogenetic analysis confirms a duplication specific to fish. For pax2, the duplication predates fish diversification, whereas for bmpr1a only the zebrafish sequences are available, so we cannot date events. These patterns are consistent with the postulated ancestral fish duplication.
Interestingly, LG12/LG13 also include Hox clusters. Among such potential fish-specific paralogous linkage groups [5] there is sufficient sequence information to test the evolutionary origin of five pairs (see Supplementary material, Table S2 ). Three of these five contain genes whose phylogenetic pattern is consistent with the postulated ancestral fish duplication, including LG12/LG3, whereas two groups are not fish-specific but are ancient vertebrate duplications. In addition to these linkage groups, we detect an ancestral duplication of rev-erbβ, but not of the linked gene trβ [3, 6] , despite extensive sampling. Genes from paralog families bmp2a/bmp2b/bmp4 and snap25a/snap25b are linked in fish, but phylogeny shows independent origins of the duplicates. We note that in a recent study of gene duplications in early vertebrate evolution, discrepancy between linkage and phylogenetic data occurred quite frequently [7] .
In conclusion, we observe that most of the duplicates of fish genes arose more recently than the divergence of major fish groups; and linkage data is equivocal, with different origins of linkage groups, or even of linked genes. Thus it does not appear possible to support the view that the abundance of duplicate genes in fish arose mainly through a unique whole genome duplication. We find that it arose rather through several local duplications. As pointed out by Postlethwait and co-workers [5, 8] , the chromosomal pattern of duplicate genes pleads in favor of complete or partial chromosome duplications, rather than single gene duplications. The question remains whether the duplications we have characterized were preceded by an ancestral tetraploidization, followed by massive gene loss. We do not know of a way to test this with available data, but we note that tetraploidization is not the most parsimonious hypothesis.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material including methodologies is available at http://currentbiology.com/supmat/supmatin.htm.
Figure 1
Two alternative models to explain the origin of genetic diversity in teleost fish. Bold branches should be tested to ensure support for the corresponding evolutionary hypothesis. The gene families listed first by each tree follow the pattern strictly; those listed second have both ancestral and recent duplications. The labels 'fish1'…'fish4' are different species, from different orders, whereas α and β are duplicate gene copies. 
